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ABSTRACT
Parallel Discrete Event Simulations (PDES) running at large scales

involve the coordination of billions of very fine grain events dis-

tributed across a large number of processes. At such large scales

optimistic synchronization protocols, such as TimeWarp, allow for

a high degree of parallelism between processes, but with the addi-

tional complexity of managing event rollback and cancellation. This

can become especially problematic in models that exhibit imbalance

resulting in low event efficiency, which increases the total amount

of work required to run a simulation to completion. Managing this

complexity becomes key to achieving a high degree of performance

across a wide range of models. In this paper, we address this issue

by analyzing the relationship between synchronization cost and

event efficiency. We first look at how these two characteristics are

coupled via the computation of Global Virtual Time (GVT). We then

introduce dynamic load balancing, and show how, when combined

with low overhead GVT computation, we can achieve higher effi-

ciency with less synchronization cost. In doing so, we achieve up

to 2× better performance on a variety of benchmarks and models

of practical importance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Discrete Event Simulation (DES) is a powerful tool for studying

interactions in complex systems. These simulations differ from tra-

ditional time-stepped simulations in that the events being simulated

occur at discrete points in time, which may not be uniformly dis-

tributed throughout the time-window being simulated. This makes

DES ideal for modeling systems such as traffic flow, supercom-

puter networks, and integrated circuits [10, 16, 30]. Each of these

modeling systems create events which a DES simulator executes in

timestamp order. As these systems being simulated grow in size and

complexity, the capability of sequential DES becomes insufficient,

and the need for a more powerful simulation engine presents itself.
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Parallel Discrete Event Simulations (PDES) can potentially in-

crease the capability of sequential simulations, both by decreasing

time to solution and by enabling larger and more detailed models

to be simulated. However, this shift to a distributed execution envi-

ronment raises the question of how to maintain timestamp order

across multiple independent processes. Various synchronization

protocols for PDES have been proposed and well studied to address

this concern. In this paper, we focus on the Time Warp protocol

originally proposed by Jefferson et al. [17]. In the Time Warp pro-

tocol, events are executed speculatively, and when a causality error

between events is detected, previously executed events are rolled

back until a point in time is reached where it is safe to resume

forward execution.

The Time Warp protocol has been shown to achieve high perfor-

mance and scalability at large scales in numerous instances [4, 21],

however it is often the case that the models used in these studies

naturally result in a uniform and balanced execution. In realistic

models where the execution has a more irregular distribution, there

is the possibility of cascading rollbacks as described in [12]. In this

paper we aim to improve the performance and robustness of the

Time Warp protocol by developing techniques that adaptively deal

with irregularity and imbalance present in more realistic models

operating at large scales. In order to do so we focus on two related

characteristics that factor into a simulations performance: efficiency

and synchronization cost, where efficiency is the ratio of committed

events to total number of events executed.

The work and results presented in this paper utilize theCharm++

Adaptive Discrete Event Simulator (Charades). Charades was origi-

nally implemented as a Charm++ version of the Rensselaer Opti-

mistic Simulation System (ROSS) [7]. ROSS has repeatedly demon-

strated high performance at large scales, especially for network

topology models [4, 23, 29]. In [21], Mikida et al. demonstrates the

effectiveness of building ROSS on top of the Charm++ adaptive run-

time system, where performance of the models tested was improved

by 1.4 − 5× due to a more effective management of fine-grained

communication. Charades is based on this Charm++ version of

ROSS, but with major changes to the underlying infrastructure to

exploit more of the features of Charm++.

In Section 4, we study different configurations of the GVT compu-

tation and their effects on synchronization cost and event efficiency.

We show a coupling between event efficiency and synchronization

cost, which creates a tradeoff between the two quantities. In Sec-

tion 5 we study load balancing as an additional way to control event

efficiency, and show evidence that load balancing can be used to im-

prove efficiency in GVT algorithms which sacrifice event efficiency

for lower synchronization costs.
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The main contributions we make in this paper are:

• Analysis of the tradeoff between synchronization cost and

event efficiency present in blocking GVT algorithms

• Development of a scalable version of a non-blocking GVT

algorithm for distributed systems

• Improvements to an existing distributed load balancing strat-

egy for PDES use cases

• Analysis of load balancing as an additional efficiency control

in concert with the non-blocking GVT algorithm

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
In this section, we describe Charm++ and Charades, the software

infrastructure used throughout the rest of this paper, as well as

ROSS which the work was originally based upon. We also discuss

related work in the area of GVT algorithms and load balancing in

PDES.

2.1 CHARM++
Charm++ is a parallel programming framework built upon the

notion of parallel asynchronous objects, called chares [1, 3]. In-

stead of decomposing applications in terms of cores or processes,

Charm++ applications are decomposed into collections of chares.

The Charm++ runtime system manages the placement of these

chares and coordinates the communication between them.

Forward progress of an application is based on message-driven

execution. Chares communicate via asynchronous one-sided mes-

sages, and only chares with incoming messages are scheduled for

execution. This allows the runtime to adaptively schedule chares

for execution based on the availability of work, and also leads to an

adaptive overlap of communication and computation. This overlap

relies on the fact that Charm++ applications are generally over-

decomposed: there are many more chares in the application than

there are cores.

Over-decomposition also gives the runtime system flexibility

in location management of chares, and enables another important

feature of Charm++: migration. Since the location and scheduling

of chares is managed entirely by the runtime system, it has the free-

dom to migrate chares between different hardware resources as it

sees fit. This enables features such as automated checkpoint/restart,

fault-tolerance, and dynamic load balancing.

Charm++ has a robust dynamic load balancing framework, en-

abled by migratable chares, which allows applications to dynam-

ically balance load across processes during execution. The load

balancing framework monitors execution of chares as the applica-

tion runs, and migrates chares based on the measurements it takes

and the chosen load balancing strategy. There are many built-in

load balancing strategies distributed with Charm++, as described in

Section 5. These strategies vary widely in factors such as overhead

incurred, whether or not communication is taken into account, and

how the load information is aggregated across processes.

2.2 ROSS
ROSS is a massively parallel PDES implementation developed at

RPI [6]. It utilizes the TimeWarp protocol to synchronize optimistic

simulations, where the specific mechanism for recovering from

causality violations is based on reverse execution. Each LP has a

forward event handler and a reverse event handler.When a causality

violation occurs, the affected LPs execute reverse event handlers for

events in the reverse order until they reach a safe point in virtual

time to resume forward execution. ROSS is implemented on top

of MPI, and demonstrates high performance and scalability on a

number of models. Barnes et al. obtained 97× speedup on 120 racks

(1.6 million cores) of Sequoia, a Blue Gene/Q system at Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory, when compared to a base run on 2

racks [4], and they have a number of publications showing highly

scalable network models [23, 29].

In [21], ROSS is reimplemented on top of Charm++ in order

to take advantage of the adaptive and asynchronous nature of the

Charm++ runtime system. The primary difference between the

MPI and Charm++ implementations is the encapsulation of LPs as

chares in the Charm++ implementation, which enables the runtime

system to adaptively schedule and migrate LPs during simulation

execution. Suitability of the Charm++ programming model for

PDES applications is evidenced by a decrease in the size of the

code base by 50%, and by the increased performance and scalability

for the PHOLD benchmark and the Dragonfly model simulating

uniform traffic patterns. PHOLD event rates were increased by up

to 40%, while the event rate for the Dragonfly model were reported

to be up to 5× higher.

2.3 Charades
Charades is the simulation engine used for the experiments in this

paper, and is an evolution of the Charm++ version of ROSS. The

underlying infrastructure has been redesigned so that the GVT

computation and the Scheduler are separated into two distinct and

independent sets of chares. This allows for amodular class hierarchy

for the GVT manager chares, which aids in the development of

different GVT algorithms that can be selected from and instantiated

at runtime. Furthermore, the separation of the Scheduler and GVT

manager into independent sets of chares allows the runtime to

more effectively overlap work between GVT computation and event

execution. This is particularly important for the work in Section 4,

where the work of the GVT computation is overlapped with event

execution to decrease synchronization costs.

In addition to the redesigned infrastructure, Charades LPs are

alsomigratable by virtue of beingwritten as chares with routines for

serialization and DE-serialization. This allows them to work within

the Charm++ load balancing infrastructure. Furthermore, the LPs

monitor various metrics that can be fed into the load balancing

framework as a substitute for CPU time when determining the load

of an LP.

2.4 GVT Computation
A significant amount of work has been devoted to the study of the

GVT computation in optimistic simulations. The frequency at which

it needs to occur, and the fact that it requires global information can

cause it to become a major bottleneck if not synchronized properly.

Non-blocking GVT algorithms have been shown to be successful

on shared-memory systems by both Gomes et al. [15] and Fujimoto

et al. [13]. On distributed systems, non-blocking algorithms which

rely on atomic operations and machine clocks were studied by

Chen et al. [9] and as part of the ROSS simulation system in [5].



Srinivasan’s implementation in [27] relies on hardware support,

specifically optimized for communicating global synchronization

information. The SPEEDES simulation system also implemented an

algorithm for computing the GVTwithout blocking event execution,

however it did so by preventing the communication of new events

until after the GVT computation [28].

For this work we have implemented a GVT algorithm targeted

at high performance distributed computing environments based on

the distributed snapshot algorithms proposed by Mattern and Peru-

malla [18, 25]. The GVT algorithm work is dynamically overlapped

with other simulation tasks by the runtime system, including sched-

uling, event reception and execution, fossil collection, and rollbacks.

We specifically look at the GVTs effects on event efficiency and syn-

chronization cost. A more detailed description is given in Section 5

as well as results on 2048 processes.

2.5 Load Balancing
In [8], load balancing was shown to be effective for PDES appli-

cations running in a network of multi-user workstations. Simi-

larly, [14] demonstrates dynamic load balancing on shared-memory

processors by utilizing active process migration. Meraji et al. [20]

shows benefits of load balancing for gate-level circuit simulations,

and Deelman et al. utilizes load balancing for explicitly spatial

models [11]. Here, we propose a more generalized load balancing

framework, and one that is focused on HPC environments. We

specifically look at load balancing as a tool to improve efficiency in

conjunction with the GVT methods described in Section 4.

3 MODELS
To develop a better understanding of the impact of the techniques

explored in this paper, we focus on variations of three diverse mod-

els with wide applicability: PHOLD, Dragonfly [22], and Traffic [2].

3.1 PHOLD
PHOLD is arguably the most commonly used micro-benchmark in

the PDES community [4, 12, 31]. A basic PHOLD configuration is

specified by 6 parameters: number of LPs (N ), number of starting

events (E), end time (T ), lookahead (L), mean delay (M), and per-

centage of remote events (P ). At the beginning of the simulation,

N LPs are created, each with with an initial set of E events to be

executed. During the execution of an event, a PHOLD LP creates

and sends a new event to be executed in the future, and thus the

simulation progresses. The execution of events is performed until

the simulation reaches virtual time T .
For sending a new event, an event executed at time t creates an

event that should be executed at time t + d , where d is the delay.

Delay is calculated as the sum of the lookahead, L, and a number

chosen randomly from an exponential distribution with meanM .

With probability P , the destination of the new event is chosen

randomly from a uniform distribution; otherwise, a self-send is

done.

By default, PHOLD leads to a highly uniform simulation with

each LP executing roughly the same number of events distributed

evenly throughout virtual time. Hence, it is not a good represen-

tative of irregular and unbalanced models. We extend the base

PHOLD with a number of parameters which control event and

work distribution in order to make it a suitable representative of

more complex simulation workloads. First, each LP is parameter-

ized by the amount of time it takes to execute an event, which is

controlled via a loop inside of forward execution that checks wall

time until the set amount has elapsed. Secondly, the percentage of

remote events, P , is now also set at the LP level rather than at the

global level for the whole simulation, which means certain LPs can

be set to do self-sends more frequently than others. By adjusting the

distributions of these two parameters, an imbalance can be created

both in the amount of work done by each LP as well as the number

of events executed by each LP.

For the experiments in this paper we use four specific configu-

rations for PHOLD. The baseline configuration (PHOLD Base) is

a balanced configuration that has 64 LPs per process with E = 16,

L = 0.1, M = 0.9 (for an expected delay of 1.0 per event), and

T = 1, 024. For the runs in this paper, this equates to N = 131, 072

total LPs and 2, 097, 152 initial events. For the base case, all LPs use

P = 50% and each event is set to take approximately 1 nanosecond

to process. The following unbalanced configurations modify the

last two parameters for subsets of LPs to create different types of

imbalance.

The work imbalance configuration (PHOLD Work) designates

10% of LPs as heavy LPs that take 10 nanoseconds to process each

event instead of the baseline of 1 nanosecond. This results in a

configuration with approximately twice the total work as PHOLD

Base. The heavy LPs occur in a contiguous block starting at an

arbitrarily chosen LP ID 2, 165. This offset was chosen so that the

block of heavy LPs does not align evenly with the 64 LPs per process,

creating more variation in processor loads that contain heavy LPs.

The event imbalance configuration (PHOLD Event) designates

10% of LPs as greedy LPs that have a remote percentage of 25% in-

stead of 50%, meaning they are twice as likely to do a self-send than

the remaining LPs. These greedy LPs are again set in a contiguous

block starting at 2, 165.

The final configuration (PHOLD Combo) is a combination of the

previous two configurations. 10% of the LPs starting at LP ID 2, 165

are both heavy and greedy, i.e. they perform ten times the work to

process each event in comparison to other LPs, and are also twice

as likely to do a self-send when compared to normal LPs.

3.2 Dragonfly
The Dragonfly model performs a packet-level simulation of the

dragonfly network topology used for building supercomputer in-

terconnects. We use a model similar to the one described in [21]

and [22]. The Dragonfly model consists of three different types of

LPs: routers, terminals, and MPI processes. The MPI process LPs

send messages to one another based on the communication pattern

being simulated. These messages are sent as packets through the

network by the terminal and router LPs.

In this paper we experiment with four different communication

patterns: Uniform Random (DFly UR) where each message sent

goes to a randomly selected MPI process, Worst Case (DFly WC)

where all traffic is directed to the neighboring group in the drag-

onfly topology, Transpose (DFly Trans) where message is sent to

diagonally opposite MPI process, and Nearest Neighbor (DFly NN)

where each message is sent to an MPI process on the same router.



The particular network configuration used in this paper has 24

routers per group and 12 terminals per model, which results in

6, 936 routers connected to 83, 232 terminals and MPI processes.

Note that all these traffic patterns simulate balanced workloads

with roughly the same number of MPI messages received by each

simulated MPI process. Furthermore, only the network traffic is

simulated, and compute time of each MPI process is ignored.

3.3 Traffic
The trafficmodel used in this paper is an extension of a trafficmodel

available in the production version of ROSS [2], with added configu-

ration parameters to create realistic scenarios. This model simulates

a grid of intersections, where each intersection is represented as an

LP. Each intersection is a four-way intersection with multiple lanes.

Cars traveling through this grid of intersections are transported

from one grid point to another through events. Different events in

this simulation represent cars arriving at an intersection, departing

from an intersection, or changing lanes.

Our baseline traffic configuration (Traffic Base) simulates

1, 048, 576 cars in a 256 × 256 grid of intersections for a total of

65, 536 total LPs. Each car chooses a source and a destination

uniformly at random from the set of intersections and travels

from source to destination. From this base configuration we derive

three unbalanced configurations by modifying the distribution

of sources and destinations of the cars. This results in a different

initial distribution of events per LP, as well as a distribution which

changes over time as cars move throughout the grid.

The first configuration (Traffic Dest) represents what traffic may

look like before a large sporting event, where a higher proportion

of cars are traveling to a similar destination. In this particular con-

figuration, 25% of the cars choose destinations in a 16 × 16 block

area at the bottom right corner of the grid, and the rest of the cars

choose their destination randomly.

The second configuration (Traffic Src) represents what traffic

may look like after the sporting event, where a higher proportion

of cars have a similar source. In this case, 10% of the cars start from

a 16 × 16 block area at the top left corner of the grid and the rest of

the cars are evenly distributed.

The final configuration (Traffic Route) is a combination of the

previous two scenarios, where 10% of cars originate from the top

left 16×16 area, and 25% of cars choose the bottom right 16×16 grid

as their destination. This leads to similar patterns as the previous

two distributions, but with the added effect of more cars following

similar routes between their sources and destinations.

4 GLOBAL VIRTUAL TIME COMPUTATION
The calculation of the Global Virtual Time (GVT) is a critical part of

an optimistic PDES simulation. The GVT is the latest virtual time

that has been reached by every LP in the simulation, and therefore

events prior to the GVT can be committed and their memory re-

claimed via fossil collection. In order to prevent the simulator from

running out of memory, the GVT must be computed frequently in

order for fossil collection to keep up with the high rate of event

creation. This, combined with the fact that the GVT computation

requires global information, means that the GVT computation can

quickly become a very costly bottleneck if not handled properly.

Red Red

Red

Synchronous GVT

QD FC

Event Execution Event Execution

Event Execution Event Execution

Asynchronous Reduction

Continuous Execution
Event Exec.

Event Execution Event Execution

RedQD FC

CD FC CD FC

Figure 1: A depiction of three different algorithms for the
GVT computation.

Furthermore, the synchronization required for the GVT computa-

tion can have additional side effects on event execution within the

simulation.

In this section, we study two key components of a GVT calcula-

tion: trigger and algorithm. The trigger determines when and how

often GVT is computed. The algorithm describes the actual process

of computing the GVT, including how the computation is synchro-

nized with the execution of LPs. The original implementation of

Charades uses a count-based trigger and a fully synchronous GVT

algorithm. This scheme is similar to the one implemented within

ROSS and has achieved high performance and scalability as stated

in Section 2. We will take this configuration as a baseline for com-

paring a virtual time-based trigger, and two GVT algorithms with

varying degrees of asynchrony.

4.1 GVT Trigger
The trigger determines when to compute the GVT, and by extension,

the state of the simulation when the GVT computation begins.

The existing trigger is one based on event count. Specifically, each

processor stops executing events and signals it is ready to take part

in the GVT computation after executing N events, where N is a

runtime parameter. This means that, in simulations where events

take roughly the same amount of time to process, each processor

will have roughly equal amounts of work during each GVT interval.

The second trigger we will be looking at is one based on a vir-

tual time leash. With the leash-based trigger, each processor stops

executing events and signals it is ready to take part in the GVT com-

putation after progressingT units of virtual time from the previous

GVT. The aim of this trigger is to keep each processor progressing

at roughly the same rate, while placing less importance on keeping

the amount of work done by each processor balanced.

4.2 GVT Algorithm
The GVT trigger controls when the scheduler signals it is ready

to compute a GVT, however the behavior of the simulator during



the computation, including when event execution resumes, is con-

trolled by the GVT algorithm itself. In the baseline synchronous

algorithm event execution is blocked until the entire GVT compu-

tation is completed. It utilizes the Quiescence Detection library in

Charm++ [26] to wait for all sent events to be received before com-

puting the GVT. The algorithm consists of three parts, as shown in

Figure 1 (top): Quiescence Detection (QD), an All-Reduce (Red), and

Fossil Collection (FC). Since LPs are suspended for the entire GVT

computation, this scheme theoretically has the highest overhead.

However, since all LPs are suspended, this scheme also computes

the maximal GVT since it knows the exact time reached by each

LP. Computing the maximal GVT also results in freeing of maximal

memory during fossil collection.

The following two algorithms preserve this basic structure, but

attempt to exploit the asynchrony in Charm++ in various ways to

decrease the time that LPs must block.

4.2.1 Asynchronous Reduction. The first technique we utilize
to decrease the GVT synchronization cost exploits asynchronous

reductions for the All-Reduce component of the computation. After

quiescence is reached in the synchronous scheme, LPs are still

blocked until after the reduction and the fossil collection occurs

(Figure 1 (top)). This leaves many processors idle while the All-

Reduce is being performed, even though the result of the All-Reduce

is not required to execute more events. To address this shortcoming,

we can restart event execution as soon as quiescence is reached

and each processors local minimum is known, as shown in Figure 1

(mid). This allows the runtime system to adaptively overlap event

execution with the All-Reduce and fossil collection, which reduces

idle time by allowing processors to do meaningful work when they

are not actively involved in the GVT computation.

4.2.2 Continuous Execution. The asynchronous reduction

scheme described above still requires event execution to completely

stop during quiescence detection, which, as we’ll see in our

experimental results, is the more costly part of the GVT synchro-

nization. The second technique we explore aims at completely

eliminating the need for LPs to block, allowing for continuous

event execution throughout the simulation. In order to accomplish

this, we use the concept of phase based completion detection to

implement a scheme similar to the those described by Mattern and

Perumalla [18, 24, 25].

In this algorithm, we use the completion detection library (CD)

in Charm++ [1] as a replacement for the QD phase of the previous

two algorithms. Unlike QD, completion detection monitors only

a subset of messages, and is triggered once all of those messages

have been received. By carefully tagging subsets of events and run-

ning multiple CD instances independently, we enable continuous

execution of events overlapped with the GVT computation.

The execution of the continuous scheme is split into two recur-

ring phases, which we refer to as the red phase and the white phase,

as shown in Figure 1 (bot). Each phase is managed by a single in-

stance of the CD library. When an event is sent in the white phase,

it is tagged as a white event and the white CD instance is informed

so it can increment its count of sent events. Similarly, events sent

during the red phase are tagged as red. When an event is received,

the corresponding CD instance is informed based on the event’s

tag so it can increment its count of received events. When it is

Synchronous Continuous
Model Count Leash Count Leash

PHOLD Base 97% 98% 95% 95%

PHOLD Work 75% 76% 52% 52%

PHOLD Event 54% 84% 60% 60%

PHOLD Combo 54% 93% 31% 31%

DFly Uniform 74% 62% 36% 36%

DFly Worst 39% 91% 2% 2%

DFly Trans 31% 85% 27% 27%

DFly NN 68% 93% 67% 67%

Traffic Base 46% 96% 54% 55%

Traffic Src 12% 97% 16% 16%

Traffic Dest 51% 96% 52% 52%

Traffic Route 11% 97% 15% 15%

Table 1: Table comparing event efficiencies between the two
different triggers. The leash trigger results in higher effi-
ciency for almost all model configurations.

time to switch from one phase to the next, the CD instance for the

current phase is informed that no more events will be sent, which

triggers a series of reductions for that CD instance to determine

the total number of events sent and received. Once the CD instance

detects that the number of sent events equals the number of re-

ceived events, the GVT can be computed with an All-Reduce of the

local minima followed by fossil collection. Throughout the entire

process, events are still being executed in the next phase, and the

work from event execution is overlapped with work for the CD

library, GVT computation, and fossil collection.

One additional difference in this new scheme is how the GVT is

computed from local minima. In the previous two schemes, since

total quiescence is reached, all events have been received and the

GVT is simply the minimum of all received events. However, the

continuous scheme never requires full quiescence so there may

be events in flight that could affect the GVT. In particular, when

switching from one phase to another, for example from white to

red, the simulator is waiting on all white events to arrive but also

sending outgoing red events. Once all white events have been

received the simulator can guarantee the minimum timestamp of

red events sent in the future, however it must also take into account

red events that have already been sent. Since it has no guarantee

that any of the previously sent red events have been received it must

track these events from the sender side. Specifically, between the

time that the phases are switched and events for the previous phase

have all been received, each processor must track the minimum

timestamp of outgoing events and take that into account when

contributing to the minimum All-Reduce.

4.3 Experimental Results
The following experiments were done on all models and config-

urations described in Section 3, using each combination of GVT

trigger and algorithm. Runs were done on 64 nodes (2,048 cores) of

the Blue Waters system at NCSA. The parameters for each trigger

were tuned to achieve the best performance. Multiple runs of each
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based trigger, both using the synchronous GVT algorithm.

configuration were performed, but in all cases variance between

runs was negligible.

4.3.1 Leash-Based Trigger. In analyzing the effects of the differ-

ent GVT configurations, we look both at synchronization cost and

event efficiency and how each one impacts event rate. First, ana-

lyzing each GVT trigger under the baseline synchronous scheme

demonstrates the impact that the GVT trigger has on overall perfor-

mance. After tuning the count-based trigger for the highest event

rate, the virtual time leash for the leash-based trigger was initially

chosen so that the total number of GVT computations for the simu-

lation would be similar to what was required by the count metric.

Then the leash was increased or decreased accordingly to find opti-

mum performance. In almost all cases, the best performance came

by decreasing the leash, which resulted in more GVT computations

and a higher synchronization cost, but a higher event efficiency.

Table 1 shows the event efficiency for the two triggers, with the

leash-based trigger achieving higher efficiency for all but one model

configuration. In many cases the improvement in efficiency is signif-

icant, especially in the Traffic model where the leash-based trigger

achieves at least 96% efficiency in all configurations. The models

that see less benefit from the leash-based trigger are those where the

distribution of events across LPs is roughly uniform: PHOLD Base,

PHOLD Work, and DFly Uniform. The increased efficiency means

fewer rollbacks, and so each model has to execute fewer events

when running to completion under the leash-based trigger. Figure 2

shows the speedup of the leash-based trigger when compared to

the count-based trigger, where we see significant speedups for most

of the model configurations. In particular, the Traffic model sees

over 2x speedup for its unbalanced configurations due to the drastic

improvements to efficiency. For model configurations where the

efficiency between the two triggers was comparable, the event rates

are similar for both and may even slightly favor the count-based

trigger. In these cases, the leash-based trigger often spent more

time where LPs were blocked waiting for the GVT, either due to the

leash trigger computing GVT more often, or due to an imbalance

Model Sync Async Reduction
PHOLD Base 2.75s 2.32s (16%)

PHOLD Work 9.23s 8.73s (5%)

PHOLD Event 5.96s 5.50s (8%)

PHOLD Combo 25.14s 24.56s (2%)

DFly Uniform 3.42s 3.79s (-11%)

DFly Worst 4.73s 3.07s (35%)

DFly Trans 7.51s 5.51s (27%)

DFly NN 0.59s 0.28s (53%)

Traffic Base 5.27s 4.16s (21%)

Traffic Src 22.20s 20.80s (6%)

Traffic Dest 8.30s 7.15s (14%)

Traffic Route 26.35s 24.66s (6%)

Table 2: Table comparing the amount of time LPs spend
blocking (in seconds) under the synchronous and asynchro-
nous GVT reduction algorithms, as well as the percent im-
provement when using the asynchronous reduction.

in the amount of time spent blocking on the GVT since the number

of events computed on each PE varies per GVT in the leash-based

trigger.

4.3.2 Asynchronous Algorithms. Where the trigger had a more

profound effect on event efficiency, the primary impact of the differ-

ent GVT algorithms is in reducing the synchronization cost. Due to

the fact that the leash-based trigger provided comparable or better

performance in most cases, we will first look at the effects of each

GVT algorithm when using the leash trigger. Table 2 shows the

amount of time LPs spent blocking on the GVT computation for the

synchronous algorithm and the asynchronous reduction algorithm.

Time spent blocking when using the continuous algorithm is zero

in all cases, so is not shown in the table. The table also shows the

percent change, and we see a reduction in time blocking by over

20% in most of the Dragonfly models, and over 10% in PHOLD

Base, Traffic Base, and Traffic Dest. However this also highlights

the fact that the majority of the time spent blocking on the GVT

comes from Quiescence Detection. In Figure 3 (right), which plots

the speedup of the two GVT algorithms when compared to the

synchronous algorithm, we see that in most cases the speedup from

the asynchronous reduction scheme is comparable to the reduction

in blocking time. The results are especially pronounced in the Drag-

onfly and Traffic models, which have a lower ratio of event work

to GVT work, whereas the PHOLD models generate more events

and a smaller fraction of them are able to be executed during the

time freed up by the asynchronous reduction.

Figure 3 shows the effects of the continuous algorithm which

eliminates all LP blocking during the GVT. In cases where the

asynchronous reduction was able to improve event rate by reduc-

ing synchronization cost, we see that the continuous scheme was

able to be even more effective, achieving up to 1.5× speedup for

DFly Uniform and Traffic Base, and 3× speedup for DFly NN. For

DFly Worst, PHOLD Event, and PHOLD Combo, the efficiency is

significantly worse, which outweighs the benefits of the reduced

synchronization cost.
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Figure 3: The relative speedup of each GVT algorithm when compared to the synchronous version.

When looking at how the different algorithms affect the count-

based trigger in Figure 3 (left), we see largely the same patterns

but with much larger speedups for the continuous algorithm. Fig-

ure 4 plots the actual event rates of the continuous algorithm for

both triggers, and shows the the performance is nearly identical

regardless of the trigger used. This is further backed up by nearly

identical efficiencies under each trigger as shown in Table 1. This

reveals an important side-effect of the other two GVT algorithms,

which is that by blocking the LPs during at least part of the GVT

computation, the amount of optimistic execution allowed by the

simulator is bounded by the GVT computation. LPs can not get too

far ahead due to the fact that either after N events, or T units of

virtual time depending on the trigger, they must block while other

LPs are allowed to catch up. The effects of this already showed

up when comparing the two triggers under the synchronous algo-

rithm. LPs in the count trigger can still get arbitrarily far ahead in

virtual time depending on the distribution of events, but under the

leash trigger LPs cannot, which keeps LPs closer together in virtual

time reducing the likelihood of causality violations. Once that arti-

ficial bounding is removed from the GVT computation, the rate at

which LPs progress through virtual time is completely unbounded

and solely up to the characteristics of the models themselves. This

results in lower efficiencies when compared to the synchronous

scheme, which limits the benefits from the reduced synchronization

costs. This limit is less detrimental under the count-based trigger

due to the fact that it already has relatively lower efficiencies when

compared to the leash-based trigger.

4.4 Summary
Analysis of the above GVT techniques shows a clear coupling be-

tween event efficiency and synchronization costs. The algorithms

that block event execution while waiting for quiescence achieve

a higher event efficiency by bounding the amount of execution.

Tighter leashes further improve efficiency while simultaneously

causing more frequent GVT computations, creating a tradeoff be-

tween efficiency and synchronization. The continuous algorithm
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Figure 4: Comparison of the event rates for the continuous
GVT algorithm under both triggers.

attempts to completely remove the synchronization cost, which in

turn results in lower efficiency from the now unbounded optimism.

In the next section we look at a method for improving efficiency in-

dependent of the GVT computation in order to decouple efficiency

and synchronization.

5 LOAD BALANCING
In the previous section, we explored a tradeoff between synchro-

nization cost and event efficiency. In many cases, enforcing more

synchronization was able to increase the event efficiency, and re-

sulted in a higher event rate. However, after a certain point, the

synchronization cost outweighs the benefits gained from higher ef-

ficiency. Furthermore, as shown with the continuous GVT scheme,

completely removing the synchronization cost of the global barrier

may result in even higher performance despite large decreases in

efficiency. In this section, we explore another method for affecting



the efficiency of simulations: dynamic load balancing. When the dis-

tribution of events across processors is unbalanced, processors with

little work can run far ahead of the rest, and be forced to rollback

frequently as a result. Improving efficiency with load balancing will

allow us to lower the synchronization cost of the GVT computation,

while still maintaining a certain degree of efficiency.

LPs in Charades are implemented as chares in Charm++. This

allows the runtime system to manage the location of LPs as well as

migrate them for purposes such as dynamic load balancing. During

simulation execution, the load of each LP can be measured as CPU

time automatically by the runtime system, or by metrics specific to

Charades. Once the simulator is ready to perform load balancing,

the load statistics are collected and LPs redistributed according

to the particular load balancing strategy being used. For the ex-

periments in this section we will be working with two different

strategies: GreedyLB and DistributedLB.

GreedyLB is a centralized strategy that collects profiling infor-

mation about all LPs on a single processor before redistributing

them using a greedy algorithm. It iteratively assigns the most heavy

unassigned LP to the least loaded processor until LPs have been

assigned. As this can result in almost every LP being migrated, we

also test a variation of GreedyLB that attempts to limit the number

of migrations when reassigning the LPs.

DistributedLB is a fully distributed strategy that utilizes prob-

abilistic migration and a gossip protocol as described in [19] to

minimize the overhead of load balancing. First, a global reduction

is done to determine the average load of all processors. Informa-

tion about which processors are under-loaded is then propagated

throughout the system via "gossip" messages. Once gossip is com-

plete, the overloaded processors asynchronously attempt to shift

some of their load to the under-loaded ones in a probabilistic fash-

ion. In initial experiments, this did little to affect the performance of

our simulations due to very few objects successfully migrating. For

this work, we have modified the DistributedLB algorithm by break-

ing up the load transferring step into multiple phases. In earlier

phases, only the most overloaded processors have the opportunity

to shift their load, which makes it less likely that their attempts will

fail due to other processors transferring load first. In subsequent

phases, the threshold for which processors can shift load is relaxed.

This prioritizes reducing the ratio of max to average load more

aggressively than the original implementation.

In addition to the two different strategies, we examine two dif-

ferent load metrics for determining the load of an LP. The first is

CPU time, which is automatically measured by the runtime system.

The second is the number of committed events. Using committed

events as a measure of load aims to ignore incorrect speculation

when balancing load by only focusing on meaningful work done

by each LP.

5.1 Experimental Results
The following experiments were run using the six unbalanced con-

figurations of PHOLD and Traffic, on 64 nodes (2,048 cores) of

Blue Waters. Due to the fact that the communication patterns in

Dragonfly were uniformly balanced in the amount of work for each

MPI process, load balancing had little effect on performance and

is therefore omitted from this section. In each case, load balancing

was triggered after the completion of a GVT computation and fossil

collection had occurred. This allowed for the most memory within

the LPs to be freed before migrating them to minimize the migra-

tion footprint. The particular GVT which triggered load balancing

was determined via some manual tuning, and was always some-

where within the first 10% of a simulation in order to allow enough

time for load statistics to be gathered. In all the results presented,

statistics shown are for the entire simulation run, which includes

execution both before and during the load balancing phase. Initially

we focus our analysis on the isolated effects of load balancing under

the synchronous GVT algorithm. Furthermore, we focus on the

best load balancing strategy for each model only, allowing more

space to analyze the effects of load balancing and the different load

balancing metrics. For PHOLD, DistributedLB performed the best,

where as GreedyLB was the best load balancer for the traffic model.

As stated in the previous section, variation between multiple runs

was negligible.

Figure 5 shows speedup of each model configuration with each

load measure, compared to results without load balancing. With the

exception of Traffic Dest with the count-based trigger, there is an

increase in performance in each model configuration with at least

one of the load metrics. The two primary causes for the increased

event rate are improved balance of work across processors, and

increased event efficiency. The magnitude of each effect depends

heavily on the trigger used, where load balancing serves to improve

on the shortcomings of that particular metric.

5.1.1 Synchronization Cost and Balance. In the case of Charades,
the work we are interested in balancing is the execution of events in

between GVT computations. Between two GVT computations, each

processor has a set amount of work which, based on the trigger,

is either a specified number of events to execute, or an amount

of virtual time to traverse. Processors that finish their work early

due to an imbalance in the number of events, weight of events,

or a higher efficiency resulting in less rollbacks and re-execution

will therefore reach the next GVT computation quicker and begin

blocking before other processors. Figure 6 plots the min, max, and

mean time spent blocking on the GVT across all processors. In the

cases with no load balancing, many models exhibit a wide range of

times indicative of imbalance across processors.

For the leash-based trigger, load balancing is able to decrease the

range of times, as well as lowering the max and average, meaning

less overall time spent waiting on the GVT. For configurations with

work imbalance, namely PHOLD Work and PHOLD Combo, we

see that the CPU load metric is particularly effective at decreasing

wait times. For other models where the imbalance is primarily due

to different distributions of events, both metrics are effective at

both lowering the amount of time waiting as well as shrinking the

range of times. These effects are prominent with the leash-based

trigger due to the fact that the amount of work per GVT interval

that is enforced by the trigger is not necessarily equal across all

processes and depends on the distribution of events. Load balancing

attempts to balance the amount of work required for each processor

to traverse each interval, where the leash-based trigger still plays

the role of keeping each processors rate of progress through virtual

time balanced. This results in less variation in how long it takes

each processor to get from one GVT computation to the next.
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Figure 5: Speedup of each model configuration with each load balancing metric, compared to configurations with no load
balancing.
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Figure 6: Min, max, and mean time across all processors spent blocking on the GVT computation. Processors with very little
work in a given interval will block longer waiting for others to catch up.

The left-hand side of figure 6 shows the GVT wait time for the

count-based metric. Load balancing is not nearly as effective at

shrinking the range of times, and in the traffic models we actually

see a wider range. The count-based metric inherently enforces

balanced GVT intervals for models like Traffic where all events

take roughly the same amount of time. However, load balancing still

manages to decrease the overall amount of time waiting on the GVT

in almost every case. This is due to a net gain in efficiency when

using load balancing as shown on the left-hand side of figure 7. The

improved efficiency results in less overall work to complete the

simulation and therefore fewer GVT calculations.

5.1.2 Efficiency. When comparing the efficiency for the two

different triggers in figure 7, we see that the effectiveness of load

balancing is the opposite of what we saw when looking at the GVT

wait time. In this case, since the count-based trigger does little

to enforce high efficiencies, load balancing is far more successful

at increasing efficiency for these configurations. Every model but

Traffic Dest saw an increase in efficiency, with the results being

particularly good for PHOLD Event with the commit metric, and

PHOLD Combo with both. The effects are less pronounced for the

Traffic models where we only see modest gains in efficiency. While

PHOLD has no communication locality, as every LP is sending to

every other LP with the same probability, migrating LPs did not

effect communication costs. For Traffic however, there is high de-

gree of communication locality, so while migrating objects may

provide a better balance of the number of events executed and com-

mitted across processors, it also causes higher communication costs

between heavily communicating LPs. For the leash-based trigger,

which enforced very high efficiency in the Traffic model, we see
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Figure 7: Efficiency of each model with and without load balancing.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the continuous GVT algorithm with and without load balancing.

that load balancing actually lowers the efficiency due to more roll-

backs and event cancellations between the heavily communicating

LPs.

5.1.3 Combining Load Balancing and Continuous GVT. The fact
that load balancing is able to improve efficiency is especially im-

portant when considering the fact that the limiting factor in per-

formance of the continuous GVT algorithm from Section 4 was a

decrease in event efficiency. Figure 8 shows the event rates for the

continuous GVT algorithm when load balancing is introduced. We

see event rate improved in all cases by up to 2×. All three have at

least 1.6× speedup over the original baseline configurations, and

PHOLD Work and PHOLD Event achieve their highest event rates

for any configuration studied in this paper. The efficiency plot in

figure 8 further reinforces the impact of the different load metrics.

When all other synchronization from the GVT is removed, it be-

comes clear that when addressing different types of imbalance the

correct load metric must be chosen in order to achieve the best

efficiency. For PHOLDWork, where the primary cause of imbalance

is the amount of work per event, the CPU load metric improved

efficiency by a factor of around 1.6× but the commit count metric

had no effect at all. The opposite is true for PHOLD Event where

the primary cause of imbalance is an uneven distribution of events.

For PHOLD Combo, both metrics do well but it is conceivable that

a combination of the two metrics may be even more effective.

Unfortunately, in the case of the Traffic model, the efficiency

becomes much too low in the continuous case. Combining that

with the communication locality issue described earlier means that

the continuous scheme with load balancing is ineffective, and the

rollbacks and especially cancellation events cascade out of control.

This points to a need for a communication aware load balancing

strategy, which would keep tightly coupled LPs in close proxim-

ity in an attempt to minimize the number of rollbacks and event

cancellations between them.



5.2 Summary
By introducing automated load balancing into Charades, we are

able to increase the event rate of unbalanced models by improving

both balance and efficiency. Depending on the type of imbalance

in the model, different metrics for defining the load of an LP will

improve the capability of the load balancing framework, as each

metric addresses different aspect of a simulation. Furthermore, the

effect of load balancing on event efficiency comes without addi-

tional synchronization cost, so it becomes particularly effective

when combined with the continuous GVT from Section 4. How-

ever, load balancing was not effective at addressing efficiency in

models with balanced workloads such as Dragonfly. Furthermore,

for the Traffic model, load balancing was less effective due to high

communication locality and much lower efficiencies. We leave it

as future work to further explore how careful use of different load

metrics and balancing strategies can detect and deal with event

efficiency independent from load balance. We also plan to develop

light-weight distributed strategies for better handling models with

high communication locality in order to handle negative side effects

such as an increase in cancellation events.

6 CONCLUSION
Software that enables scalable execution of discrete event simula-

tion is desirable in several domains. However the irregular, dynamic

and fine-grained nature of many PDES models makes it difficult to

scale. In particular, the event efficiency in such models can be diffi-

cult to manage and often requires the need for high synchronization

costs. In this paper, we evaluated several techniques for manag-

ing the tradeoff between synchronization cost and event efficiency.

We also provide a scalable implementation of a non-blocking GVT

algorithm to remove the synchronization cost entirely. Up to 2×

better performance is shown for a variety of models running on

2048 processors.

Furthermore, we explore dynamic load balancing as a technique

to manage event efficiency, without requiring explicit synchroniza-

tion from the GVT computation. In unbalanced model configura-

tions, load balancing is shown to increase both event rate and event

efficiency. By combining load balancing with the continuous GVT

algorithm, even higher performance is achieved for our unbalanced

version of the PHOLD benchmark than with any of the other tech-

niques in this paper, and shows that load balancing can mitigate

efficiency loss independently of the GVT algorithm used.
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